
In Montessori, there's a long development process that happens to a

child before holding a pencil. Montessori classrooms are designed

with specific activities that target the strengthening of the hand and

all its muscles. The child needs to be able and ready to physical hold

a pencil properly before printing can happen. Once the hand is

ready, the child starts the process of printing. In Montessori, we

introduce printing with the child's name.  A child learning to print

his/her name will typically start with printing the first letter of his/her

name. They may do this for weeks before moving on the next letter

or letters. They will write this letter on paper, chalkboards, paint,

sand or any other blank surface they find. The child will walk around

and point out this ‘special’ letter on signs, in books, in other

children’s name and many other places. This first discovery of the

meaning of a letter seems innocent to adults, but it is an amazing

awakening that is taken place in the child. It is the first formal

reading. It is a feeling of belonging in the world around them,

outside of their family, it is a step towards independence, a reward

for their efforts and soon, this same child will discover a whole new

world; letters. For the first time, they understand this mysterious

grown up concept that is reading and writing. Once this initial

awakening has happened, the child moves on rather quickly

through all the other letters of his/her name. Sure it is much more

impressive for the parents to see the child’s full name written by

their hand, with no omissions or letter reversal, but for the child, the

initial letter, the first one he/she printed, that was the ‘impressive’

and magical one. That single letter took much more work and effort

than writing the whole of his/her name. The Montessori teacher

values the process and will encourage the child through his learning

journey, allowing the child the time he/she needs to achieve the

final step; printing their name.  
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The Montessori classroom

allows children to forge their

own learning journey with

the guidance of the

Montessori teacher. 


